
Leather Quilted Tote Bag Class 

Teacher – Doug Sobel 

 

Learn how to quilt on leather to create a unique finished quilted Leather Tote Bag. 
 
This workshop will focus on teaching how to quilt on leather and how to sew the tote bag with 
leather. With guidance, You will learn how leather is different from cotton and what different but 
easy techniques are necessary to use. 
 
It will start with how to transfer the quilting design to the leather and then how to free motion 
quilt it. Also learn a multi layer quilting technique that creates a more contoured effect which 
helps bring the project to life.  You will also learn how to confidently sew leather to make a tote 
bag that is both beautiful and functional. Leather is a great material to use for quilting since it is 
the new cotton! 

 

Kit and supply list 

 

Please note that a purchase of a leather quilt project kit from me is REQUIRED! 

 

Most leather is NOT suitable for quilting. We want to teach how to quilt leather and not 

troubleshoot issues caused by unsuitable leather during my class! 

 

Supplies 

What you need for class (Please support Cotton and Chocolate by buying supplies 

from them!) 

1. Sewing machine that the feed dogs can be lowered. 

a. Walking foot, Built-in dual feed (if you machine has the feature), roller or 

teflon type foot when constructing the tote bag.   

b. Open sewing machine foot like a Darning foot or other foot for quilting. 

c. Zipper Foot is recommended. 

2. Leather Needles (can be purchased from teacher) 

3. 3/4 yard of fabric for lining the tote bag. 

4. Batting. 6’ x 14” minimum. It can be scrap. We be using batting about 14” wide. 

a. I recommend using Hobbs 80/20 or if using cotton, Quilter’s Dream Cotton 

Select or equivalent thickness or thicker. Wool also works well if you have 

scraps! 

5. Backing fabric. It can be cotton Muslin or Solid color cotton (Kona or similar). It 

will be covered by the lining.  

6. Polyester threads (Cotton thread will deteriorate because of the chemicals used 

to tan the leather). One color that compliments and blends with your choice for 

your choice of color of leather. One or two other colors that add contrast but 

compliments the color of leather. 



a. 50wt is good for quilting (I use SoFine 50wt thread from Superior threads). 

Please use a quality thread. 

 

7. . 

8. Full Bobbins - 1 for each color thread used for quilting and one for construction of 

bag (You don't want to run out of bobbin thread!). 

9. Standard Quilt rulers (24” long is highly recommended). 

10. Cutting mat (Recommended). 

11. Rotary cutter. (I recommend putting in a new blade in). 

12. Binder clips or plastic clips (at least a dozen) like Clover makes (You can’t use 

pins on leather!). 

13. Sharp applique type scissors. 

14. Fine point Sharpie Marker. 

15. Ink Pen. 

 

Leather Kit will Include the following: 

There will be several choices of color leather! 

1. Leather for quilting and constructing the tote bag. 

2. Extra Leather for testing tension. 

3. Pattern for making the Tote Bag. 

4. Choice of Quilting Designs. 

5. Tracing Film. 

6. Saral chalk paper for transferring pattern. 

7.  Silver removable marking pen. 

8. Magnetic Clasp. 

 

 

Tips for successfully sewing leather. 

When constructing the tote bag, use longer stitches. 3.5mm stitch length is 

recommended. 

Low end sewing machines might have trouble stitching over thick seams. 

Go slow! Speed is your enemy! It is not a race! 


